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SHARE NOW adds Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport
to its European car-sharing network

● With Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas the pioneer in car-sharing now offers
access to 17 airports in Europe in just one app

● The new car-sharing spaces will be located in two areas connected to all
terminals

● SHARE NOW cars can be easily pre-booked and picked-up at the airport

Madrid, June 30, 2022. Car-sharing is increasingly becoming one of the best transportation

alternatives, offering flexibility to citizens, saving money and numerous advantages for the

environment. Now, SHARE NOW, the pioneer and European market leader in free-floating

car-sharing, is taking another step to make sharing a car as easy and convenient as

possible. Tomorrow the company will add Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas airport to its
European car-sharing network offering its 313.000 Spanish customers a new
connection to Spain’s biggest airport.

With this, SHARE NOW offers new possibilities to users, as this airport joins a total of
16 other airports in 14 European cities. Thus, customers can drive from the center of

Madrid in a car-sharing car to the airport, park at Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas, fly to

Vienna, Rome, or Berlin among others and, there, again open the same SHARE NOW app

and choose a car to reach their final destination.

"This represents a major milestone for sustainable and shared mobility, as citizens and

workers at Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport will be able to move around the city in an

eco-friendly way," explains David Bartolomé, managing director of SHARE NOW in Spain.

"Now, SHARE NOW's more than 300,000 users in Spain will be even more connected to a

European fleet of approximately 10,000 shared cars, all in a single app."

Easy connection to all terminals

The exclusive car-sharing parking spaces will be located in P2, Module “A” 4th floor, to
serve terminals T1, T2, T3 and P4 Module “F” 4th floor to serve T4 of Barajas airport,
with approximately 70 spaces to be shared among the users. These parking areas will have

car-sharing signs and users will be able to access them easily thanks to a license plate

https://www.share-now.com/es/es/


reader. For the use of the car-sharing parking lot, a so-called airport fee of 6.99 euros will

apply at the start and at the end of a rental.

In addition, the leading car-sharing company will offer to its users the unique possibility to
pre-book their desired vehicle and receive it at the airport for free when using the car
for one day or longer. Thanks to this option the travellers from and to Barajas airport have

all the flexibility they need.

SHARE NOW is constantly seeking to offer as much flexibility as possible to its 3.5 million

users in Europe, to promote car-sharing and thus contribute to a better future. Recently, the
company expanded its home area to 86 km2 in Madrid, opening the way to six new
neighborhoods: Piovera and Palomas, Mirasierra, Montecarmelo and Ensanche de
Vallecas.

---
About SHARE NOW
As the European market leader and pioneer of free-floating car-sharing, SHARE NOW is represented in 16 major

European cities with around 10,000 vehicles, including around 3,000 electric vehicles. This corresponds to a

share of more than 25 percent of the total fleet. About 3.5 million customers already use the service. SHARE

NOW offers a sustainable solution for urban mobility and, as part of the mobility offer, contributes significantly to

relieving traffic congestion in cities. Each car-sharing car replaces up to 20 private vehicles in urban traffic. With

vehicles from BMW, Citroën, Fiat, MINI, Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot and smart, SHARE NOW continues to expand

its European market leadership in free-floating car-sharing. The mobility provider was founded in 2019 as a joint

venture between BMW Group and Mercedes-Benz Mobility AG. It has its headquarters in Berlin.
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